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Experimental and computational study of GelMA microgel generation and deformation 

using a microfluidic device 

By 

Zahra Taravatfard 

Abstract 

Gene editing is a technique through which DNA segments can be modified within the genome of 

a living organism. Despite the many potential applications, current gene editing techniques are still 

low-throughput and have several limitations. On one side, the conventional 2D cell culturing 

techniques suffer from low cell viability and proliferation. On the other side, transfection 

techniques commonly using exogenous materials lead to off-target effects in cells. Droplet-based 

microfluidic devices (DBMD) show great potential for gene editing. They allow precise single-

cell manipulation, encapsulation and might eventually achieve high throughput. As an example, 

using a DBMD, cells encapsulated in GelMA microgels have kept viability and shown 

proliferation. Moreover, DBMD might play a key role in cell transfection. Particularly, mechanical 

squeeze of cells encapsulated in droplets and moving through a narrow channel favors the entrance 

of foreign materials into the cells.  

This thesis presents the design and implementation of droplet-based microfluidic systems for 

fabrication of monodisperse GelMA microgels. First, a DBMD was developed using three 

techniques of soft lithography, stereolithography, and cutter plotting and the comparison between 

the devices was conducted. Second, fabrication of both, solid-like as well as core-shell microgels 

with average size of 133.43±5 µm was demonstrated. It was shown the generated microgels have 

spherical morphology with pore size area of 23.28±6 um2. Finally, computer simulation was used 

to emulate microgel indentation (solid-like and core-shell) with or without cells; as well as the 

throughput of the designed confinement channel. From the indentation of particles, it was 

concluded that lower stiffnesses was obtained for core-shells in comparison to solid-like microgels. 

It is also shown that a 21% and 24 % deformation in microgels containing cells causes 30% and 

40% deformation of encapsulated cells, respectively, vital in cells transfection-based confinement 

channel application. From computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model, we observed the 

enhancement of the throughput of the device by selecting a longer confinement length. It is 

expected these preliminary results presented in this thesis will motivate other works that eventually 

lead to the development of efficient droplet-based microfluidic devices for cell transfection.  
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

 

1.1 Genome Modification and Cell Transfection 

 

Genome modification is a technique through which genes can be modified, deleted, or added 

within a cell, typically to alleviate medical conditions which arise because of cellular disfunctions 

[1]. Similarly, cell transfection is defined as a procedure of artificially introducing genetic 

material/nucleic acids into cells for genome modification [2]. The main parameters in cell 

transfection and genome modification are delivery efficiency, cell functionality [3]. Delivery 

efficiency is defined as successful delivery of genome vectors in targeted cells, cell transfection is 

a successful delivery of foreign nucleic acids into cells [2], and finally,  maintenance of cellular 

functionality is related to attempts in minimizing the mutations caused by introducing foreign 

materials into cells. Enhancing cell transfection and delivery efficiency next to alleviating the 

probable cells' mutations have recently attracted a lot of research attention [4-6].  

Genome modification and cell transfection are challenges in research and therapeutic applications. 

There are different delivery systems defined for genome editing including, viral vectors [7, 8], 

mechanical methods (electrophoresis, microinjection, mechanical deformation) [9, 10], and 

chemical methods [11]. Current physical and vector-based methods are hindered by their low-

throughput, low functionality in colony formation, and their reliance on exogenous materials and 

electrical fields [10]. These drawbacks lead to perturbation in cell functionality caused by toxicity 

and off-target effects [12, 13]. The eventual increase in automation and throughput of current 

genome editing/cell transfection systems will allow transfection of millions of cells in a fast and 

efficient way, and make this technology offer solutions to today's therapeutic challenges [6]. 

 

 

1.2 Droplet-Based Microfluidic System 

 

Microfluidics has emerged in the early 1980s as a promising technology that combines 

different areas of chemistry, biology, and material science [14]. Microfluidic devices allow the 

control of small volumes of fluids to enable biological assays with enhancement of the automation.  
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A droplet-based microfluidic system is a sub-category of microfluidic systems that enables 

miniaturization of biological experiments by carrying out manipulations at the single-cell level 

[15]. These devices are dispersed multi-phase systems, which often consist of a continuous carrier 

phase and a dispersed sample phase to generate monodisperse water in oil (w/o) microdroplets. 

Each microdroplet acts as an ultra-small assay volume (from a few picolitres to nanoliters ) that 

can be generated at high rates [16]. The size and generation speed of droplets are adjustable and 

can be easily controlled through the size of the microchannels or the fluid flow rates [17]. The 

functionality of droplet-based microfluidic systems varies from basic concepts of mixing, merging 

and splitting of droplets [18] to more complex concepts of encapsulation [19] and sorting [20]. 

Droplet-based microfluidic systems have been widely used for many applications such as imaging 

drug delivery [21], tissue engineering [22], chemical reactions [23], and particle synthesis [24]. 

However, the most significant application has been explored in single-cell manipulation and 

analysis, and most recently in genome editing and cell transfection platforms[15]. 

 

1.3 Cell Transfection by Single-cell Mechanical Deformation Using 

Microfluidic Systems 

 

One of the potential applications of microfluidic systems is cells transfection based on confinement 

channels. This method reduces the drawbacks of viral vectors, like off-target effects and low-

throughput as it mechanically penetrates cells by deforming them. These systems work based on 

the temporary disruption of cells membrane through several confinement channels or posts with 

different geometries. In detail, cell deformation causes the formation of transient holes in cells 

membrane that makes possible the delivery of foreign materials into cells [25]. This feature leads 

to higher cell functionality compared to other delivery methods. Using these techniques 

researchers have been able to successfully deliver DNA, RNAs, carbon nanotubes, proteins [26]. 

A microfluidic-based confinement channel benefits from the high controllability, good 

monodispersity [27], and higher throughput [28]. The performance of cell transfection based 

microfluidic penetration is directly related to delivery efficiency, colony formation, and cell 

response to the applied force. These factors are also dependent on cell speed, microfluidic channel 

geometry, and dimensions [29].   
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Additional work still is needed in, (i) fabrication of low-cost microfluidic chips with varying 

channels’ heights. The current fabricated microfluidic chips for this application are based on soft 

lithography which is a time consuming and an expensive technique, (ii) formulating and better 

understanding the effect of parameters, including microfluidic channel geometry, cell deformation, 

and cell speed, on delivery efficiency and cell functionality. Due to our knowledge in the current 

design of the fabrication of microfluid-based constriction chip, the common concerning parameters 

for cell transfection are confinement channel's dimension and flow velocity. In the previous studies 

in the literature, these parameters are usually optimized experimentally and not computationally, 

and (iii) development of a high-throughput technique for cells transfection application. The 

additional use of on-chip chemical and physical techniques for accelerating cells colony formation 

remains a topic that requires more exploration. In cell modification purposes through introducing 

genetic materials into cells, usually hundreds to thousands of genetic materials are needed to be 

delivered. On-chip colony formation gives rise to the fabrication of a high-throughput device that 

can generate a large number of colonies of transfected cells rather than hundreds of transfected 

single cells. Formation of a colony of transfected cells is an important part of the functionality of 

microfluidic-based transfection devices [30].  

 

1.4 Thesis Overview 
 

This thesis has demonstrated the design and fabrication of a droplet-based microfluidic device 

for solid-like and core-shell GelMA microgels generation. Three techniques of soft lithography, 

stereolithography, and cutter plotting were used for fabrication of a DBMD, and the compression 

between the fabricated chips was done. GelMA was synthesized as the base material of microgels 

due to its wide applications in cell culturing and fast crosslinking that is caused by UV 

photosensitivity. Using the fabricated chip and GelMA pre-polymer, solid-like and core-shell 

microgels were generated. The size adjustability of microgels were controlled using GelMA flow 

rate. Bigger size GelMA microgels were generated using a higher GelMA flow rate. The size 

distribution of the generated particles was also extracted and depicted the success of the low-cost 

fabricated microfluidic system in the generation of monodispersed micron sized GelMA 

microgels. Characterization of the fabricated microgels by FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared 

Spectroscopy) and SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) was also conducted to evaluate the 
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synthesized GelMA composition and crosslinking, porosity, and morphology. Finite element 

analysis (FEM) was used to emulate the indentation of the microgels and their movement in a 

constrained channel. Targeted specimens in the indentation model include microgels (solid-like 

and core-shell) with and without single-cells. In this model, force-indentation, contact area- time, 

von Mises stress, and the stiffness of particles were extracted as the results. Additionally, the effect 

of different indentation depths and velocities on particle mechanical properties were investigated 

by the indentation model. The CFD model was used for evaluating the throughput of the two 

confinement channels with different confinement lengths. Finally, the mesh convergence and 

program validation were also explored.  

The rest of the document is organized as follows:  

Chapter 2 Presents the state of the art and theory. Begins by presenting the basics of GelMA 

synthesis, the influence of microgels structure using DBMS in cellular applications, and the 

importance of mechanical characterization of them would be outlined. 

Chapter 3 Explains our approach to (i) Fabrication of the droplet-based microfluidic chip for 

microgels generation, (ii) GelMA synthesis and pre-polymer solution preparation as the base 

material, (iii) GelMA microgels generation, and (iv) GelMA and microgels characterization.  

Chapter 4 Presents the model design and results of the perception computational analysis 

of particles passing through confinement channels. This analysis encompasses two models of 

particles indentation, and CFD analysis.  

Chapter 5 A summary of key findings of the thesis is presented and some apparent 

directions are envisioned. 
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Chapter 2  Theory and State of Art 

 

This chapter starts by introducing the materials and synthesis process of GelMA hydrogel. Next, 

it shows the state of the art in droplet-based microfluidic systems for microgels generation. The 

importance of experimental and computational characterization of soft particles is depicted next.  

At the end, the technique for cell transfection based on cell deformation is presented. 

 

2.1 GelMA: Material Properties and Synthesis Parameters 

 

Gelatin-methacrylate commonly referred to as GelMA has grown in popularity in applications, 

such as tissue engineering [31], drug delivery [32], 3D cell culturing [33], and electrochemical 

sensors [34]. GelMA is considered as a photo-crosslinked hydrogel, which consists of gelatin, 

modified by methacrylic anhydride (MA). When gelatin is added to methacryloyl side groups of 

methacrylic anhydride, a large number of amino groups presenting on gelatin side chains are 

replaced by these groups, resulting in the formation of GelMA. This modification causes GelMA 

molecules to undergo the polymerization process in the presence of a photoinitiator (PI) and a UV 

light source through which the covalent crosslinking would be emerged [35]. These features endow 

GelMA with suitable biological properties, tunable physical characteristics, excellent 

biocompatibility, degradability, and low-cost. Because of these properties, GelMA is being used 

excessively in 3D cell culturing, drug delivery, and tissue engineering. Furthermore, controlling 

the porosity is the other important feature of this material since a specific porosity is desirable for 

each application. 

Since the mechanical properties of GelMA can be tuned based on the desired application, there are 

no specific fixed values for GelMA’s mechanical properties, i.e. Young’s modulus (YM) and 

plasticity. The mechanical properties of GelMA is related to its synthesis parameters, and they 

would be modified by altering any of those. For instance, Nichol et al. [36] reported the variation 

of GelMA’s Young’s modulus by alteration of degree of methacrylation. As is shown in Figure 

2.1A, an increase in the degree of methacrylation (from low-GelMA to high-GelMA) would 

increase the stiffness and the Young’s modulus of GelMA. Besides, in the same study, the direct 
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relation of mass/volume fraction with Young’s modulus is shown in Figure 2.1B. It was clear that 

for the higher GelMA concentration of higher degree of methacrylation (Medium-GelMA and 

high-GelMA), the compressive modulus (CM) increased significantly. Furthermore, Bertassoni et 

al. [37] depicted the dependency of Young’s modulus of GelMA with different concentrations on 

UV exposure time. As is illustrated in Figure 2.2, the Young’s modulus increased by an increase 

in UV light exposure time, and this increment is more significant for 15% compared to 7% and 

10% GelMA concentration [37]. Some previously reported data for mechanical properties of 

medium and high-GelMA is given in Table 2.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1:  Mechanical properties of low, medium and high bulk GelMA hydrogel. A) Stress-

strain curve of GelMA with different mathacrylation degree of low, medium and high. The high 

GelMA has the highest stiffness among all. B) Compressive modulus (kPa) at different degree of 

methacrylation degree in three different concentrations of 5%, 10%, and 15% (w/v). Adapted 

from Nichol et al. (2010) 
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Figure 2.2 Elastic modulus of GelMA with varying hydrogel concentration from 5% to 15% at 

different UV light exposure times. Adapted from Berassoni et al. (2014)
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Table 2.1 Previously reported GelMA mechanical properties and synthesized parameters*. 

 Type of 

GelMA 

volume 

percentage 

MA added to 

the synthesis 

reaction 

(v/v) 

Added  Photoinitiator 

(Mass/volume) 

(gr/ml) 

GelMA 

Prepolymer 

(Mass/volume) 

 

UV Exposure 

time 

Degree of 

methacrylation 

(For Medium-

GelMA) 

Compressive 

Modulus (kPa), 

Young 

Modulus (kPa) 

References 

1 Medium  

1.25 

 

0.5% 

(Irgacure 2959) 

5% 60 s 

(6.9 mW/cm2 

UV light) 

 

53.8 ±0.5% 

CM 

~ 2 

[36] 

10% 60 s  CM 

~10 

15 60 s  CM~22 

2 Medium 2.2 0.5% 

(Irgacure 2959) 

10% 2 min 

(CL-1000, 

Funakoshi, 

Tokyo, Japan) 

52.5±1.2% YM 

17.1+/-2.4 

[38] 

3 High 20 0.5% 

(Irgacure 2959) 

5% 

 

60 s 

(6.9 mW/cm2 

UV light) 

81.4±0.4 CM 

~4 

[36] 

10% 

 

60 s 

 

 CM 

~11 

15% 

 

60 s  CM 

~29.5 

4 High 11.11 0.5% 10% 2 min 91.7±1.4 YM [38] 
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*In all the above experiments, the mechanical properties were measured at room temperature. Same type of Gelatin was used in all the cases, gelatin from Procine 

Skin Tape A.

 ((Irgacure 2959) 

V 

 (CL-1000, 

Funakoshi, 

Tokyo, Japan) 

29.9± 3.4 

5 NR NR 

 

0.5% 

(Irgacure 2959) 

7% 60 s NR YM 

19± 3.5 

[37] 

10% 60 s  YM 

6.5± 0.8 

15% 60 s  YM 

60.3± 9.5 

6 High NR 0.5% 

(LAP) 

5% 

 

2 min 96% CM 

2.86 ± 0.10 

YM 

2.08 ± 0.43 

 

[39] 

 GelMA Microgels 

7 High 8% 

 

1.0% 

Wt 

(2-hydroxy-4’- 

(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-

methylpropiophenone) 

7.5 wt % 

 

20 s 

( 6.9 mW cm 

−2) 

75% YM 

1.5±2 

[40] 
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2.2 Droplet-Based Microfluidics and Microgels Generation 

 

GelMA (Gelatin-methacrylate) microgels have great performance in cell colony formation in 

compression with bulk hydrogel, which suffers from poor nutrient exchange for cells proliferation 

[41]. Microgels (solid-like and core-shell) such as alginate, agarose, and GelMA have been 

commonly used for cell encapsulation as it can provide a 3D culture environment [42-44]. 

Encapsulation of cells in microgels can be leveraged to advance analysis of an individual cell or a 

limited number of cells within 3D microenvironments, facile manipulation, and characterization 

[45].  

 

Between core-shell and solid-like microgels, core-shell microgels are more favorable in terms of 

forming cell aggregates within, providing well-defined spatial structures, and cell protection 

during a suspension culturing [46]. 

One method which can give good homogeneity for the fabrication soft particles is using 

the droplet-based microfluidic systems, which are applicable in both solid-like, and core-shell 

fabrications. A droplet-based microfluidic system is defined as a microfluidic system that causes 

the breakup of a continues flow into small droplet volumes [47]. Owing to the operation at small 

scales and low-waste reagents, this technology has enormous applications in chemistry, biology, 

i.e. analysis of individual cells within 3D microenvironments [45].  

Hydrodynamic flow focusing, as a complementary technique has a trace in droplet-based 

microfluidic systems. This can be defined as a sample focusing tool that commonly refers to 

confinement of an inert flow between two sheaths flow [48, 49]. This technology has also been 

offering potential and practical applications in cytometry [50, 51]. 

 

The application of droplet-based microfluidic system is vast, ranging from drug delivery, 

imaging, and diagnostics to chemical synthesis of nano and microparticles. Herein, the biology 

applications of droplet-based microfluidic is pointed out. Several articles regarding the 

application of this system and microgel structures in biology have been reviewed as follows: 

Guermani et al. [52], using a 3D printing and microfluididc system could develop a tissue-like 

microgel array comprised of human mesenchymal stem cells. This was done by microprinting of 
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GelMA on a glass-slide, then crosslinking of the fabricated microgel array by UV light with an 

exposure time of 15 sec. After that, the culturing of the microgel array was done in sealed multiwall 

culture chambers containing cell media. In comparison to Hyaluronic acid (HA) hydrogel, they 

outlined that higher cell viability and cell adhesion and proliferation was observed for GelMA 

hydrogel. 

Wang et al. [53] presented a droplet microfluidic system for one-step generation of GelMA core-

shell microgels and purported the potential of these microgels in the fabrication of microtissues, 

and generation of organoids. To target this aim, a droplet-based microfluidic device was fabricated 

using photolithography. They used a water-in-water-in-oil (w/w/o) system in which the 

Methylcellulose (MC), GelMA, mineral oil were used as core, shell, and continuous flow, 

respectively. The effect of flow rates of different inlets on the size of the fabricated core-shell 

GelMA microgels was studied.  They found that as the continuous flow rate (shell and core were 

fixed in their flow rate), or the core-shell’s flow rate (the continuous flow rate is fixed) increases, 

the overall diameter of the core-shell microgels grows as well. Moreover, an increase in the flow 

rate of either core or shell leads a significant increase in microgels size., while simultaneously 

reducing the dimension of its counterpart, i.e. The shell shrinks if the flow rate of the core is 

augmented and vice-versa. Furthermore, the concentration of GelMA was adjusted to demonstrate 

its effect on the overall diameter of microgels and it indicated a decrement in size as the 

concentration increased. To evidence the high biocompatibility of the core-shell microgels, first, 

hepatocyte cells were encapsulated, and then were centrifuged to remove the undesired mineral 

oil, and finally, their viability was monitored during a long-term culture. The result depicted the 

high viability of 15 days for encapsulated hepatocyte cells and further clarification of a raise in the 

core diameter with the culture time owing to cell proliferation.  

The surface of GelMA microgels generated by water-in-oil (w/o) or water-in-water-in-oil 

(w/w/o) contains undesired mineral oil which prolongs the crosslinking process of UV-

photosensitive hydrogels, and consequently, a decrement in cell viability. Mohamed et al. [46] 

addressed this limitation and proposed an on-chip microgel formation, crosslinking, and oil 

filtration droplet microfluidic device. In this device, mineral oil and GelMA containing cells were 

used as a continuous flow, and core flow, respectively, and the filter microposts array was 

integrated for forcing cross-linked microgels to pass the interface between the oil and the aqueous 

washing buffer (Tween 80). In this system, the thin oil surface of microgel would be separated by 
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the oil layer. To assure a reasonable distribution of cells among monodispersed microgels, a 

magnetic mixer was utilized in GelMA containing cells syringe. Bavin serum albumin (BSA) also 

was used to treat cells before mixing with GelMA to avoid cellular aggregation. This paper 

established the maintenance of cell viability (85 % on day 1) for 5 days.  

Additional unprecedented advantages and applications of single-cell encapsulation in microgels 

are in genome editing systems. For instance, Liu et al. [54] presented two droplet microfluidic 

devices for profiling the gene expression of cultivable cells by the approach of Isogenic Colony 

Sequencing (ICO-Seq) at high throughput. Two main steps of encapsulation of cells into 90 um 

agarose microgels and RNA barcoding of cell colonies are conducted using those two different 

droplet microfluidic devices (Figure 2.3a),b)). As is  shown in Figure 2.3c), to facilitate the agarose 

droplets generation, three droplet splits are used for splitting each melted agarose droplet into two, 

four, and then eight beads. These splits were employed after the spiral mixing channel to ensure 

the presence of an equivalent amount of cells and agarose solution. The fabricated molten agarose 

droplets were then transferred into ice to solidify. After that, they were centrifuged to remove the 

oil and transferred to cell media for culturing. When the colonies of cells were formed, they were 

injected into the second microfluidic device for barcoding using RNA in lysis buffer (Figure 

2.3d)). Finally, the agarose microgels within barcoded cell colonies were demulsified and proceed 

to the step of sequencing (reverse transcription, PCR). With this work, they successfully 

demonstrated the proper application of agarose microgels in accessing gene expression 

information of a colony of tens to hundreds of cells, rather than of single cells. This illustrates the 

advantage of reducing the error owing to noisy single-cell gene expression profiles, and amplifying 

the RNA amount used for RNA barcoded sequencing. 
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Figure 2.3 a) Microfluidic device design consisting droplet generator junction, mixer, and two 

droplet splitters. The setup is used for single yeast encapsulation into agarose microgels. b) 

Microfluidic device for co-encapsulation of agarose microgels and barcoded RNA capture 

beads. c) Colony formation of yeast cells in agarose microgels during off-chip process. d) Co-

encapsulation of yeast colonies and RNA capture beads, and demulsification of droplet 

contained agarose and agarose itself for a  further bulk reverse transcription reaction. Adapted 

from Liu et al. (2019) 

 

2.3 Characterization of Soft Materials and Microgels  

 

Having discussed the effectiveness of micro/Nano soft particles. i.e. microgels in a variety of 

applications such as drug delivery, material carriers, tissue engineering, and genome editing makes 

the characterization of these particles so vital for any desired application. For instance, as the 

carrier of materials in industry or medicine, these microgels (microcapsules (core-shells) or solid-

like) must meet the optimal mechanical properties in the presence of load or pressure which are 
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used as the most common trigger parameters in carriers activation (in the progress of the self-

healing process and delivery of materials) [55].  

 

 There are several methods which have been used excessively in the characterization of 

micro/Nanoparticles, such as Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) [56], nanoindentation [57, 58], 

optical/magnetic/acoustic tweezers [59-61], microfluidic deformation based on shear flow or 

confinement channel [62], and micropipette aspiration [63, 64]. Among these techniques, 

indentation and AFM are the most common, and microfluidic deformation-based techniques are 

the highest throughputs methods to apply on micro/nanoparticles.   

 

Nano-indentation or depth-sensing indentation is a method for the measuring of mechanical 

properties of small volumes samples. This technique enables small loads and penetration depths 

(displacements) to be simultaneously recorded and controlled with sub-nanometer accuracy and 

precision over a predefined load cycle (a load, hold and unload period) [65]. This method can be 

used to determine the modulus of elasticity, hardness, yield strength, fracture toughness, creep, 

and plastic depth/contact depth [66]. A nanoindenter has several tips with different geometries, 

like spherical, cylindrical, and flat that are made commonly out of hard metals or ceramic 

materials, like steel or diamond [67]. Based on the geometry of specimens, the proper tips will be 

selected [68]. Nanoindenter dimensions are very small, some less than 50 microns. A schematic 

of a simple nanoindenter is shown in Figure 2.4 [69]. 

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic of a nanoindenter system. Adapted from Ebenstein et al. (2006) 
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To illustrate more, using the Nanoindentation technique, Cha et al. [70] evaluated the 

elasticity of GelMA microgels. The test was performed using AFM-assisted indentation and the 

force vs. displacement curve was obtained. Applying the Hertz equation in the linear region of the 

achieved curve, Young's modulus was computed 1.872 kPa approximately. Among articles related 

to the indentation and AFM methods in characterization of soft particles, some combined the 

experimental data with FEM analysis and optimization methods [71, 72]. This can enable the 

identification of particles’ parameters model (Viscoelastic, elastic, poroelastic, etc.) easily and fast. 

Additionally, in the case of cells, this method makes it possible to extract parameters related to the 

subcellular structure of living cells. Moreover, solving a complex equation and high computation 

speed next to the possibility of considering irregularity of particles’ geometry, like when we are 

dealing with a spread cell (with non-uniform thickness), can be considered as another advantage 

of FEM analysis.  

When it comes to Hydrogels, tissues, and living cells, the vital parameters which have an impact 

on the mechanical characterization of soft particles in the experimental and numerical tests can be 

categorized as; (i) The constitutive models such as poroelastic, hyperplastic, viscoelastic, and 

viscohyperplastic materials during mechanical penetration in defining materials [73-76], (ii)  

Indentation parameters which have an influence on mechanical properties, including indentation 

depth, load and indentation rate, indentation tips [77], and (iii) Materials geometry and 

concentration. 

To emphasis the application of FEM simulations in extracting mechanical properties of a 

material, like GelMA hydrogel and the need in determining the proper material model, Castilho et 

al. [78] addressed the difficulties associated with the characterization of micro-fiber reinforced 

hydrogels, and explored the possibility of considering FEM models to observe the reinforcement 

mechanism of the fabricated composite. The FEM modeling parameters extracted experimentally. 

Two FEM simulations of continuum and micro-model were used to represent the load-carrying 

capacity of hydrogel (GelMA) and scaffold geometry, and the actual deformation of the scaffold 

during the compression, respectively. GelMA was modeled as Neo-Hookean hyperplastic in the 

continuum model, and linear elastic in micro-model. The fiber scaffold (PCL) was modeled as a 

linear elastic in both models, while its designed geometry was different. It had a thin laminas 

geometry in the continuum model, and direct 3D micro-CT (computed tomography) reconstructed 
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geometry in the micro-model (micro-CT images of the constructs were converted to micro-FEM 

model using voxel conversion). What have been accomplished with this model were; (i) 

considering scaffold alone, interconnections, which were formed by multiple intersecting fibers 

would be more resistant compared to the fiber walls, whereas in composited constructs, the 

surrounding hydrogel would disperse the compressive load alongside the gel. This caused less 

stress on the junctions. (ii) the compressive modulus of PLC scaffold increased as it combined 

with GelMA hydrogel. This implied the reinforcement mechanism of scaffolds. Also, the deformed 

composite has the highest stiffness among deformed and non-deformed scaffolds and non-

deformed composite.  

In particular, for microcapsule and polymeric micro particles, Wang, XF et al. [79] outlined an 

optimization and computational analysis based on MATLAB software to adjust the constitutive 

parameters of a FEM of indentation of urea-formaldehyde (UF) microcapsules. They tried to 

minimize the difference between the experimental and numerical data. The investigated 

mechanical properties of UF microcapsules with an average diameter of 195.4 um were Young's 

modulus, yield stress, and hardening modulus. The experimental data was obtained from a 

nanoindentation method. To fix the individual UF microcapsule during the indentation, a thin layer 

of epoxy resin was spin-coated on a 1cm×1cm glass slide, then several equally sized microcapsules 

were placed on that and left for 24 hours to get dried. To prevent structural deformation owing to 

the Bercovich indenter, a low level of loading was considered. Upon the indentation, the active 

load was increasing by the contact area between the indenter and the microcapsule till it reached 

the pre-selected deformation (5 um), then the load was maintained for 10s to minimize the time-

dependence plastic effect, and finally, the unloading step proceeded. ABAQUS software was used 

to extract the numerical data from the indentation simulation. According to the different 

consecutive models, like elastic-plastic with power-law hardening, elastic-perfectly plastic, and 

elastic-perfectly plastic with linear hardening, the initial parameters would be different. Hence, for 

each model a trial-and-error was performed. This way, a proper vector of initial points was given 

to the ‘Fminsearch’ optimization tool of MATLAB software and finally, after some iterations, the 

final parameters were obtained. It showed a perfect match between the computational result and 

experimental data.  

Regarding the importance of indentation parameters, Esteki et al. [80] explored the effect of 

indentation velocity on the mechanical properties of poroelastic materials with the use of the finite 
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element simulation. The master curve of force against rising time was obtained as the final 

framework, which would eliminate the need for simulation and numerical analysis in the 

estimation of the poroelastic parameters of soft hydrated materials. This was achievable by just 

using indentation test. To validate the framework, agarose (0.6% and 1%) and polyacrylamide 

(PAAm) hydrogels were used for a micro and macro scaled indentation run by AFM and uniaxial 

tensile tester machine. Two approaches of constant and variable velocities were considered for 

FEM indentation simulation, and the force-indentation and force-relaxation curves were obtained 

for each case. To further elaborate on the effect of variable velocity, at the first step, the plots of 

force against time for a set of different maximum indentation depths were extracted numerically 

and experimentally (micro and macro tests). The microscale test performs relaxation test with a 

fixed maximum force, at an extremely high sampling rate, and micron-size indenter, to monitor 

pN to nN forces. However, relaxation test in the macroscale test works with a fixed maximum 

indentation depth, millimeter size indenter, at a low sampling rate, to monitor mN to N forces. For 

each maximum indention depth in the case of macroscale test, and maximum force (FM) in the 

microscale test, the FM vs. rise time was plotted. By applying Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2, on 

the rise time, and FM, respectively, all the curves would be collapsed into one single curve called 

a master curve for each test.  

𝜏𝑅 =
𝐷𝑡𝑅

𝑅𝛿𝑀
 (2.1) 

 

𝐹𝑀
∗ =

𝐹𝑀(𝜏𝑅) − 𝐹𝑀(𝜏𝑅 = ∞)

𝐹𝑀(𝜏𝑅 = 0) − 𝐹𝑀(𝜏𝑅 = ∞)
 (2.2) 

, where D is the diffusion coefficient, R is the indenter radius, 𝛿𝑀 is the maximum indentation used 

to normalize the rise time, and F*M is the normalized FM. By considering the fact that the contact 

size is enormously smaller than the hydrogel thickness (5mm), even for large deformation with 

the condition of 𝛿/𝑅~0.6, the Hertz force-indentation relationship (Equation 2.3) is applicable 

and it can be applied on Equation 2.2. 

𝐹 =
4

3
√𝑅 𝛿3/2

𝐸

(1 − 𝜐2)
 (2.3) 
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Where E is referred to as elastic modulus. At 𝜏𝑅 = 0 , the volumetric changes are negligible, and 

at 𝜏𝑅 = ∞  , the volumetric change is fully observable (equilibrium state), and those would 

implicate the near-incompressible condition (Poisson ratio==0.5), and compressible condition 

(Poisson ratio=), respectively.  Assuming these conditions and using Equation 2.2, Equation 2.3 

can be rewritten as: 

𝐹𝑀
∗ (𝜏𝑅) =

𝐹𝑀(𝜏𝑅)
4
3 √𝑅𝛿𝑀

3/2
−

1
1 − 𝜐2

1
0.75

−
1

1 − 𝜐2

 
(2.4) 

And finally, by applying Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.4 on the experimental data, and then fitting 

a curve on the obtained data, the empirical Equation 2.5 can be formulated for the master curve.  

 

𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙
∗ (𝜏𝑅) = 12.5 exp (−2.63𝜏𝑅

0.12) (2.5) 

Therefore, by combining the experimental data with the obtained equations, the poroelastic 

parameters of D, E,  can be derived. 

 

Concerning cells, nanoindentation combined with computational methods have been used 

widely to study cells’ behavior in response to the mechanical penetration. Different articles have 

investigated the effect of selecting a proper constitutive model, its parameters, and indentation 

characteristics on a variety of cells [81]. For instance, Wang Lei et al. [82], first, explained the 

importance of vascular endothelial cells (VECs) characterization and their key roles in 

understanding variation in blood-brain barrier (specifically for drug delivery). They also studied 

the treating central nervous system disorders (i.e. Alzheimer ), and then investigated an inverse 

finite element model to determine the bEnd.3 cells’ mechanical properties. Single bEnd.3 cells’ 

modeled as viscohyperelastic. Maxwell and Neo-Hookean were used as constitutive models for a 

viscoelastic, and hyperplastic part, respectively.  

Florea et al. [83] employed three constitutive models of viscohyperelastic, porohyperelastic, and 

poroviscohyperelastic to model chondrocytes cell. Using an AFM nanoindentation test combined 

with a computational model, the stress-relaxation curve of chondrocytes cells at 5% strain was 
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extracted and compared for each model. It was concluded that the best model which could explain 

the stress-relaxation curve is the poroviscohyperelastic. 

Next to the indentation method, microfluidic systems have shown promising results in the 

high-throughput characterization of soft particles. In particular, using microfluidics is the most 

convenient method in terms of performing single-cell analysis. However, target parameters in the 

characterization of particles would be defined as pressure, velocity, transit time, and not anymore 

the indentation depth and rate[84]. 

Adamo et al. [85] reported a high-throughput microfluidics-based approach to compute the cell 

stiffness by measuring the travel time of a cell through a narrow slit. As a proof of concept, this 

system was used for Hela cells. The designed microfluidic device was fabricated using deep 

reactive ion etching (DRIE) of silicon wafers, insulated with a 0.3 um thick thermally grown 

silicon oxide, and anodically bonded to a glass wafer with two deposited gold electrodes located 

before and after constriction channel. The channel diameter (15 um), the narrow slit width  (7 um), 

and the channel length were selected in specific for the manipulation of Hela cells (10-15 um). By 

applying a low voltage of 1V with a low frequency of 20 kHz, the electrodes would capture a flat 

signal, which was related to the electrical field, without any cell presence. According to Figure 

2.5, after a cell passed the first electrode, since cells act as dielectrics in low frequencies,  the peak 

h1 would be appear in the readout signal which corresponded to cells’ size (Foster Shawn theory 

and by analogy with the Coulter principle [86]). When cells passed through the constriction, the 

signal would show a peak at h2, and again it would decrease to h1 and then to the flat bias. Cell 

travel time can be calculated by measuring the width of the bell-shaped part of the signal, which 

obviously is related to the size of the cells (h1). Moreover it was depicted that the travel time 

increases by growing the value of h1.  
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Figure 2.5 Schematic of the microfluidic system used to extract deformability of single cells. The 

electrical signal recorded by the embedded electrodes was shown against the cell position. The 

resistance increases as cell passes through the channel and has a pick at position C, then it 

would reduce as it is exiting the confinement channel. Finally it would go back to baseline at 

position E. Adapted from Adamo et al. (2012) 

 

2.4 Cell Transfection by Single-Cell Mechanical Deformation Using 

Microfluidic Systems 

 

Next to the application of microfluidic systems in mechanical penetration of soft particles 

for characterization, they can be used as a method for intracellular delivery, genome editing, and 

cell transfection [13, 87, 88].  

Delivery of material into a cell has been a long-standing challenge in biology [89]. Figure 2.6 

compares the current methods based on transfection efficiency [90]. As it is conspicuous, 

mechanical-electrical and microinjection methods have the highest transfection rates among the 

other techniques. Viral vectors are a precise method commonly used to deliver DNA and RNA 

into cells. The delivery potential of viral vectors is limited by the risk of integrating viral sequences 

into the genome, and DNA contamination [91]. 

Chemical methods work based on penetrating peptides or nanoparticles by doing some chemical 

functionalization. This approach is limited to certain applications [91, 92]. 

Microinjection method is in the category of mechanical disruption technique, and is based on 

using a pipette and skilled operator, or recently, an automated arm and setup to inject into the 
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cells. Being low-throughput, high-cost, and time-consuming are among the drawbacks of this 

method [93]. 

Electroporation is another promising technique that shows a high success rate. However, in a 

recently published paper by DiTommaso et al. [94], this technique was compared with the cell 

squeezing technique and it was reported that the cell functionality in the case of electroporation 

would drop significantly. In another word, squeezing techniques have fewer side effects than 

electroporation. This issue was also addressed by Takahashi et al. [95]. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 A comparison of the efficiency and success of delivering exogenous substances into 

cells by different methods. Adapted from Zhao et al. (2019) 

 

Rapid mechanical deformation of cells using a constriction microfluidic system, also called cell 

squeezing, is a method that has been used widely for measuring the mechanical properties of cells 

[29]. Recently, this method is used for cell transfection and intracellular delivery, which causes 

the formation of transient holes on the cell membrane and makes it possible to deliver carbon 

nanotubes, proteins, macromolecules, vectors, DNA, RNA, etc. According to Figure 2.7, these cell 

squeezing systems mostly have multi parallel narrow channels with a media (buffer) containing 

gene-altering materials, and when the cells are squeezed, the pores on the cell membrane would 

open up and result in introducing foreign materials into cells [96]. 
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Figure 2.7 Cell deformation when being forced through constriction channels. Parallel 

confinement channels are considered to increase the throughput of the device. Adapted from 

Sharei et al. (2013) 

 

The advantages of this method over the other transfection methods, like viral vectors, chemical 

methods, microinjection, and electroporation are (i) being vector-free, (ii) single-cell 

manipulation, (iii) high-throughput, and (iv) compatibility with many cell types [97].  

In the development of cell transfection-based microfluidic confinement channels, the 

fabrication of a cost-effective microfluidic device with a high cell functionality, transfection rate, 

throughput, and delivery efficiency have been the topic of study for researchers. Some studies are 

related to the chip geometry and the design [98]; some focused on the delivery of different 

materials and particles to widen its application from cell reprogramming to sensing [25, 99, 100], 

and finally, some targeted the comparison between cell squeezing systems and electroporation or 

other techniques in terms of cell functionality and delivery efficiency[25, 101]. However, there 

still exists a need for fabrication of low-cost microfluidic chips and better formulating and 

understanding the effect of channel’s dimensions, consequent forces, and cell speed, on delivery 

efficiency and cellular functionality. In the current design of the fabrication of microfluid-based 

confinement channel, the common concerning parameters for cell transfection are confinement 

channel's dimension and flow velocity, which is usually optimized experimentally and not 

computationally.   
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For instance, Sharei et al. [96] developed a microfluidic-based constriction device for cytosolic 

delivery through rapid cell membrane disruption and formation of transient holes, which cause the 

diffusion of surrounding materials present in the buffer into cells. The size of these transient holes 

would depend on the shear and the compressive force applied on single cells upon being confined 

by a channel with the diameter of 30-80% of the cells’. With this method, they could successfully 

demonstrate the delivery of a variety of particles for different purposes of cell reprogramming to 

carbon nanotube-based sensing i.e. Apolioprotein E, BSA, GFP- plasmids, PEG1000-coated, and 

15-nm gold nanoparticles. In another study, Han et al. [26] using a microfluidic membrane 

deformation, they could successfully deliver  CRISPR-Cas9 into the cytoplasm f cells to be the 

first pioneer group in CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing method using the mechanical deformation of 

cells. The advantage of their method was to delivery of siRNA and plasmids in hard-to-transfect 

cells, such as stem cells with high delivery efficiency and cell viability.  

It is an open area to improve gene-delivery steps, the most important factors to be considered are 

delivery efficiency, viability (success rate), and cell functionality. Delivery efficiency is defined 

as the fraction of alive cells containing delivery materials, and cell functionality is referred to as 

minimizing nonspecific and unintended changes to cell phenotype, which may adversely impact 

the functionality potential. These factors vary by different parameters i.e. cell speed, numbers, and 

the length and diameter of the constriction channel [101]. To study the circulating tumor cells 

Cognart et al. [98] used a microfluidic-based confinement channel with Metastatic breast 

cancer cells of epithelial-like and mesenchymal-like phenotypes injected in channels. They 

conducted a gene expression analysis of key regulators of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition 

and showed the significant changes in genome expression, in addition to DNA damage upon 

circulation. In another study, Liu et al. [101] explored the cells response to mechanical forces in 

microfluidic-based confinement channel. Their study depicted the transition of cell behavior from 

elastic to viscoelastic upon rapid compression and acting more like viscose material at faster 

deformation rate. Also, higher volume loss was observed at higher flow rate. 

.   
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Chapter 3  Microfluidic Device Fabrication 

This chapter starts by presenting the design of microfluidic chips using three techniques of soft 

lithography, stereolithography, and cutter plotting. Next, the fabrication of devices and a 

comparison between them have been demonstrated.  

 

3.1 Microfluidic Design Method 

 

Microfluidic devices were designed to enable GelMA microgels solid-like and core-shell 

fabrication in high-throughput. A droplet microfluidic system with two cross-sections (T or Y) 

was fabricated using three different techniques of cutter plotting, soft lithography, and 

stereolithography. The disadvantages and advantages of each technique were detected for the 

application of a droplet-based microfluidic device in microgels fabrication.  

Microfluidic devices were first designed using SolidWorks, and the generated files were then used 

in the proper machines based on the selected technique. In fabrication of the microfluid devices, 

following materials were used: Pressure Sensitive Adhesive (PSA), Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), 2 

mm acrylic sheet, Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), SU-8 2025. 

 

3.1.1 Fabrication of the Microfluidic Chip Using Soft Lithography 

 

Using a spin coater, a thin layer (70 um) of SU-8 2025 was spin-coated on a previously washed 

glass slide, and then soft-baked. The program that was used for spin coating contained four steps, 

each with unique acceleration, time, and speed values (Figure 3.1). After spin coating, the mask 

with patterned microfluidic design (including channels and chambers) was fixed on the coated 

glass using four clippers, and exposed to UV light for a specific amount of time. Next, the post-

exposure baking step was applied at two different temperatures, and then the chip was washed in 

a container filled with SU-8 developer, while continuously shaken manually. After removal of the 

unreacted photoresist, the device was dried by an air gun. The patterned glass slide was immersed 

in PDMS with a thickness of 5 mm and degassed using a vacuum desiccator for 30 minutes. After 

that, it was placed on a hot plate for 10 minutes at a temperature 950C to cure the PDMS. Finally, 
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after peeling the patterned glass slide from the PDMS, the PDMS device was bonded with another 

clean glass slide via an oxygen plasma treatment machine [102].  

 

  

 

 

3.1.2 Fabrication of the Microfluidic Chip Using Stereolithography 

 

The FormLabs Form 2 device was used for 3D printing of a droplet-based microfluidic chip. 

The design was comprised of two coaxial cylindrical channels with two different diameters.  The 

diameter of the inner channel was selected such that no polymerized resin would block the inside 
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Figure 3.1 Soft lithography steps used to fabricate the droplet-based microfluidic device 
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of the channel. In doing so, core-flow channel with different diameter of 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 mm 

were printed. After trial and error, a minimum diameter of core-flow channel was determined to 

ensure a free path through all the channel. The Middle Channel's diameter was larger than the inner 

channel. Figure 3.2 shows the schematic of the deigned device and Formlabs Form 2 3D printer. 

After printing the device, it was placed in isopropyl alcohol for 20 minutes to wash the 

uncrosslinked resin.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Stereolithography technique. a) Schematic showing the microfluidic device 3D model 

with two coaxial cylindrical channels. b) Formlabs Form 2 3D printer 

 

 

3.1.3 Fabrication of the Microfluidic Chip Using Cutter Plotter and Laser Cutter 

 

Rectangular-shaped microfluidic platforms are designed either with seven layers , or five. To 

fabricate the microfluidic channels with varying heights, each layer had its specific size and design, 
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and was selected from PVC, PSA, or acrylic. Most of these materials are extremely low-cost and 

widely accessible. A laser cutter was used to cut the acrylic layers and a cutter plotter with a 

resolution of 0.3 mm was utilized to cut the PSA and PVC layers. The inlets and outlets of 

microfluidic devices were laser cut on an acrylic sheet. The  PSA layers were used either as 

adhesive layers (secondary layers) or main layers ( for the channels). As main layers, the channels 

that needed a small thickness of 0.08 mm were printed on PSA (using a cutter plotter), and layers 

with the thickness between 0.1 to 0.2 mm were printed on PVC which its dimension is 

approximately 0.1 mm.  Higher thicknesses are achievable through assembling 2 or more of them. 

To have a channel with varying height, the desired pattern was cut on one or several layers but not 

on the rest. To have a 3D structure, ordering of the layers just matters. With this method, channels 

with a thickness of 0.07mm or more can be printed accurately at exceedingly low-cost. 

Figure 3.3 shows a breakdown of the seven-layer chip, composed of two acrylic layers (thickness: 

2 mm), three PSA (thickness: 0.08 mm), and two PVC layers (thickness: 0.1 mm). The top acrylic 

layer only contains inlets and the outlet to be further connected to syringe pumps. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Schematic showing the layers of the multi-level 3D droplet microfluidic. The gray 

color, purple color, and the reddish color are representing acrylic layer, PVC layers, and PSA 

layers, respectively. Acrylic layers are 2mm thick, and PSA and PVC layers are each 0.08 mm, 

and 0.1 mm thick, respectively. The core-flow channel is just printed on the layer number six. 

The top layer encompasses all the access ports. The bottom layer is a featureless acrylic plate 

and used to cover the bottom side of the chip. 
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3.2 Results 

 

The fabricated microfluidic device using lithography is shown in Figure 3.4. Using an 

inverted microscope, the thickness of the chip was measured as 69 um. Although photolithography 

technique is able to make small channels with high accuracy, this method is costly and time-

consuming. Furthermore, advanced fluid routing and functionalities often require multiple 

lithography steps in the fabrication of channels with varying thicknesses,  a manual process which 

suffers from dependence on individual skill and poor reproducibility. Besides, this increases the 

complexity of this technique. Nonetheless, this method is recommended for the fabrication of 

devices or channels with a size of less than 200 microns. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Fabricated microfluidic device using soft lithography. a) The flow-focusing junctions. 

b) The thickness of the channels. 

 

 

Using 3D stereolithography and the design shown in Figure 3.4, several microfluidic 

devices with core-flow channel diameter of 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 mm were printed. However, only 

the core-flow channels with a diameter of more than 0.5 mm were printed successfully without 

being blocked by the polymerized resin. Figure 3.5, shows the printed droplet-based microfluidic 

device with two coaxial cylindrical channels with diameters of 0.5 and 2 mm. 
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Figure 3.5 The fabricated droplet-based microfluidic device using stereolithography. 

 

Due to the turbidity induced by layer by layer operation of the stereolithography machine, 

the channels were not transparent. This made it difficult to see the internal parts under a 

microscope. As shown in Figure 3.6, SEM was used to see the roughness of the channel surface. 
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Figure 3.6 The layer by layer structure of printed droplet-based microfluidic device using 

stereolithography.  This caused the turbidity of the printed device. 

 

There have been some recommended methods to eliminate this issue. i.e. sanding the chip, 

dipping it in another transparent material. However, these are more practical for millimeter or 

centimeter-sized channels that their internal surfaces can be sanded or would not be blocked by 

dipping in external chemicals. Furthermore, the fabrication of larger size channels to apply these 

solutions needs higher material consumption which is not efficient. Stereolithography method 

despite being a low-cost and simple fabrication method is a relatively time-consuming technique 

that printing each chip with the highest resolution took us at least 6 hours. 

 

Cutter plotting as the third technique was used for the fabrication of the microfluidic 

devices. In addition to its accuracy, the advantages of this technique compared to the other two 

techniques is its low-cost and simple procedure. Furthermore, the fabrication of channels with 

varying thicknesses in 3D format is not complicated compared to the photolithography technique. 

Figure 3.7 shows the fabricated chip with the following dimensions: 480 um (Mineral oil channel), 

280 um (GelMA channel), and 80um (water channel).  
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Figure 3.7 Fabricated droplet-based microfluidic using cutter plotting technique. 

 

Table 3.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the three techniques of 

photolithography, stereolithography, and cutter plotting. 
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Table 3.1 Comparison of various microfluidic fabrication techniques. 

Techniques Advantages Disadvantages 

Photolithography - Proper for channels with 

small dimensions of less 

than 300 um 

- Precise with high 

resolution 

- Expensive 

- Multi-step procedures 

- Time-consuming. 

Stereolithography - Simple procedure 

- 3D structure useful for 

many application 

- Non-transparency 

(turbidity ) 

- Not suitable for 

channels with 

dimensions less than 

500 um 

- Blockage 

 

Cutter plotting - Simple Procedure 

- Constructing 3D 

structure can be possible 

- Low-cost 

- Precise for channels 

with thickness higher 

than 80 um 

- Not suitable for 

channels with 

dimensions less than 80 

um. 
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Chapter 4 Microgel Generation and Characterization 

This chapter starts by presenting the synthesis of GelMA and the preparation of the pre-polymer 

solution. After this, the fabrication of solid-like and core-shell microgels is demonstrated. The 

chapter ends with the characterization of the GelMA hydrogel, and the GelMA particles. 

 

4.1 GelMA Synthesis and Pre-polymer Preparation 

4.1.1 Materials 

 

Chemicals used in synthesis of GelMA hydrogel and generation of GelMA microgels are 

listed as following: 

Gelatin from Porcine Skin Type A (G2500), Methacrylic anhydride (MA), Dulbecco’s Phosphate 

Buffered Saline (DPBS) (D5773), Dialysis membrane (D9527-100FT), Lithium phenyl-2,4,6-

trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP), Mineral oil (M841) , MC (4000 cp), Span® 80. All materials 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  

4.1.2 Synthesis of GelMA  

  

GelMA was synthesized in accordance with Sanchez et al. [103] instruction. Briefly, type A 

porcine skin gelatin was dissolved in DPBS at 10% (w/v) and stirred at 300 rpm for one hour. 

During the process, the temperature was kept at 50 ℃. Next, 10 % (v/v) of MA was added dropwise 

at the rate of 0.5 ml/min to the gelatin solution by a syringe pump under a constant stirring and 

condition at 55 ℃ and allowed to react for three hours. Then, a 5x volume of DPBS was used to 

finish the reaction. After that, the mixture was dialyzed against distilled water for one week at 37℃ 

to remove salts and generated methacrylic acid. They were filtered through a 12-14 kDa cutoff 

dialysis. By the use of a peristaltic pump (Masterflex), the dialysis water was continuously 

replaced by distilled water at the flow of 5 ml/min. In the end, the solution was lyophilized through 

a vacuum freeze dryer for five days to generate a white porous foam and stored at -80 ℃ before 

use. The Lyophilized GelMA is shown in Figure 4.1. The degree of MA substitution of GelMA is 

reported previously in Sanchez et.al [103].  GelMA synthesis parameters are reported in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Lyophilized GelMA after freeze drying step 

 

Table 4.1 Synthesis parameters of GelMA 

Volume percentage 

MA  

(v/v) 

GelMA Prepolymer (Mass/volume) 

1% (Medium-GelMA) 5% 

 

4.1.3 Pre-Polymer GelMA Solution Preparation 

 

To generate hydrogel (GelMA solution), lyophilized GelMA (Freeze-dried GelMA) was mixed at 

5% (w/v) into DPBS containing 0.5% (w/v) of previously dissolved LAP. To protect the solution 

from environment light, the tube containing the solution prepolymer was wrapped in the aluminum 

foil. Then the wrapped tube was placed in a water bath at 70oC to assure the complete dissolution. 

Finally, the prepared solution was kept in a refrigerator at 4oC for further uses (Figure 4.2).   
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Figure 4.2 GelMA solution preparation. a) The addition of PI to GelMA pre-polymer. b) 

Addition of DPBS to make the solution. c) Stirring of solution for a better mixture using a stirrer. 

d) Complete dissolution using a water bath at 70oC. 

 

4.2 Solid-Like and Core-Shell GelMA Microgels Generation 

4.2.1 GelMA Microgels Generation Method 

 

The fabricated droplet-based microfluidic device consists of three main functional parts, two flow 

focusing junctions, and an on-chip photocrosslinking chamber (Figure 4.3). In the case of core-

shell GelMA microgels generation, both flow focusing parts were used, while for the solid-like 

GelMA microgels generation the inner flow focusing was sufficient. For the core-shell generation, 

it was essential to observe the hydrodynamic flow focusing between GelMA and MC before the 

droplet generation junction as it prevents the diffusion of MC in GelMA. Therefore, this was the 

primary step that the fabricated chip had to meet. The sizes of the chip channels were selected in 

such a way to observe this phenomenon.  
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Figure 4.3 Schematic of the droplet-based microfluidic system for core-shell GelMA microgels 

generation.  

UV exposure time is a critical parameter in the fabrication of GelMA microgels, especially for 

core-shell microgels. In terms of core-shell microgel fabrication, crosslinking should happen 

immediately to avoid diffusion of core into the shell. Accordingly, either the intensity of the UV 

light should be increased, or its distance from the crosslinking chamber should be decreased. 

Additionally, longer exposure time is also a significant parameter to avoid GelMA-water diffusion. 

Hence, a study on UV light exposure time is required. However, the control and optimization of 

UV light exposure time was not a purpose of this thesis. In this study, to diminish the crosslinking 

time the following protocols were conducted: (i) the UV source was attached to the microfluidic 

device, covering the droplet generation junction, and the whole photocrosslinking chamber. This 

causes to have the lowest possible distance from the microfluidic device; (ii) a higher UV exposure 

time was selected.  

To generate the solid-like GelMA microgel, the core-flow inlet was closed with sticking a tape 

and the following solutions were injected by syringe pumps; 1) a GelMA (5% w/v) solution with 

0.5% LAP as previously explained in hydrogel preparation was injected into the shell-flow inlet, 

and 2) mineral oil enriched with 2% span® 80 solution was first placed in desiccator to remove the 

air bubbles and then injected into the continuous-flow inlet.  

To fabricate solid-like microgels with a constant diameter of 130±5 um, the flow rate for each inlet 

was selected by a trial and error process. After the droplet generation junction, microdroplets 
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passed through the crosslinking chamber where they were irradiated by a 405 nm wavelength UV 

flashlight. Two UV exposure time of 6-10 mins and 2-4 mins were considered for two sets of 

samples and their effect on the crosslinked microgels was investigated. 

After UV crosslinking, the generated microgels were collected from the outlet chamber using a 

micro pipet. The setup was placed on the stage of an inverted optical microscope to monitor the 

microdroplet generation Figure 4.4. The same procedure was applied for core-shell microgels 

fabrication except removing the sticked tape of the first inlet. A syringe container was filled with 

distilled water to be injected into the core-flow inlet.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Experimental system setup 

 

 Using an inverted microscope, the particle size distribution (PSD) of generated GelMA microgels 

were obtained. The coefficient of variation (CV) was used to measure the dispersion of fabricated 
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microgels. In detail, the CV (equation 3.1) measures the ratio between the standard deviation (σ) 

and the average diameter of samples (). 

 

CV =
σ

μ
 (4.1) 

 

4.2.2 Results 

 

The droplet-based microfluidic setup for microgels (solid-like or core-shell) fabrication 

composed; (i) a microscope to observe the size and the microgels, (ii)  the fabricated microfluidic 

device connected to three syringe pumps, (iii) a UV source which was attached to the device to 

cover the whole area of the crosslinking chamber. As was explained in the previous part, the 

fabricated microfluidic chip using the cutter plotting technique was used to generate solid-like and 

core-shell GelMA microgels. Figure 4.5 represents droplets formation. The Mineral oil as the 

continuous phase shears the disperse phase (flow focusing of water and GelMA ) to break them 

into core-shell microgels. GelMA is considered to be the shell flow, and water is the core flow. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Schematic of core-shell GelMA microgels generation. Hydrodynamic flow focusing of 

GelMA and water occurs in the flow-focusing junction (First junction). The core-shell droplets 

are fabricated in the second junction.  
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As it was mentioned in the previous section, the device that was used for GelMA microgels 

was the same as the one used for core-shell microgels formation, with this difference that the 

second inlet was being closed with a tape. Figure 4.6 demonstrates the generated GelMA microgels 

in different sizes, which were varied as the oil's or GelMA flow rate was modifying. Figure 4.7 

shows the size adjustability of GelMA microgels by varying GelMA flow rate (error bar: 5% of the 

microgels’ size).  In detail, smaller-sized GelMA microgels would be generated by either increasing 

the oil's or decreasing the GelMA flow rate. For instance, particles with an approximate size of 

105±10 um were fabricated when the oil's flow rate and GelMA flow rate were adjusted to 0.001 

mL/hr, and 2.009 mL/hr, respectively. Moreover, with the oil's flow rate of 1.28 mL/hr, and the 

GelMA flow rate of 0.01 mL/hr, GelMA microgels with diameters of  260±10 um were also 

generated. 
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Figure 4.6 The fabricated GelMA microgel. a) GelMA microgels with an average size of 260±10 

um. b) The generated GelMA microgel with a size of 105 um. c), and d) GelMA microgels 

formation in the cross-section micro-channels. 
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Figure 4.7 Size adjustability of GelMA microgels. 

 

For our experiment, the rates of oil and GelMA flows were assigned to be 1.972 mL/hr, 

and 0.005 mL/hr, respectively. As the result, microparticles with a diameter of 130±5 um were 

generated. 

As shown in Figure 4.8, the size distribution of the microparticles is homogeneous with an average 

diameter of 133.43±5 um and a negligible CV of 5.29%.  
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Figure 4.8 Size distribution of GelMA microparticles (average size of133.43 ±5 um for180 

samples) 

 

As previously explained, the primary phenomenon that needs to be seen in core-shell 

GelMA microgels fabrication is the hydrodynamics focusing of GelMA and water before the flows 

passing through the droplet generation junction.  

Hydrodynamic flow focusing happens when several flows are parallel to each other. This 

phenomenon was observed for GelMA and water using channels with the width and depth of less 

than 1 mm. Herein, the width and depth of the channels were selected as 300 um and 100 um, 

respectively. Figure 4.9 shows the hydrodynamic flow focusing of the GelMA-water system with 

core flow rate ( water) of  0.50 mL/hr, and sheath flow rate (GelMA) of 0.05 mL/hr. GelMA was 

colored by a blue ink and water by a red ink. 
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Figure 4.9 Hydrodynamic flow-focusing in the fabricated microfluidic device showing water as 

the core-flow and GelMA as the sheath-flow. 

 

According to Figure 4.10, after observing the hydrodynamic flow focusing of GelMA and 

water, at the droplet generation junction, core-shell GelMA microgels were fabricated. 
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Figure 4.10  Core-shell generation of GelMA microgel in droplet generation junction. The shell 

is GelMA with a green color, and the core is water with a red color. 

 

Figure 4.11 shows the fabricated core-shell GelMA microgels with 8 minutes and 4 

minutes of UV exposure time, respectively. As it is obvious in the figure, the GelMA core-shell 

microgel, which was exposed to a UV source for a long time of 8 minutes had some fractures. 

These fractures were not desired for cell culturing application, while the surface of the core-shell 

microgel with an exposure time of 4 minutes had no cracks (Figure 4.11 b)). 
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Figure 4.11  The generated core-shell microgels after UV exposure. a) The core-shell GelMA 

microgel that overexposed to UV (8 mins). Cracks are caused by the overexposure. b) The core-

shell microgel with an exposure time of 4 mins. 

 

4.3 GelMA and Microgels Characterization  

 

4.3.1 SEM: Morphology and Porosity 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) implements a focused beam of high-energy electrons to 

produce a wide range of signals at the surface of solid specimens. The signals acquired from the 

electron-sample interactions indicate information about the specimen, including the texture 

(external morphology), crystalline structure, chemical composition, and the orientation of 

materials composing the sample. Therefore, SEM (ZEISS EVO MA25, Germany) was used to 

analyze the impacts of the flow rates on the core-shell morphology and structure of GelMA 

microgels. Additionally, the porosity of GelMA was observed. In doing so, GelMA microgels with 

a specific shape and volume were soaked in DPBS (pH =7.4) to wash away the un-polymerized 

components. Next, the fabricated GelMA microgels were centrifuged at 800 rpm for 3 minutes 

(Centrifuge, TG16-W, Cents) to remove the undesired mineral oil. Finally, the GelMA microgels 

were freeze dried and coated by gold in a spotter coater. The SEM images of superficial sections 

were obtained at a 400x magnification. Three images per each sample were analyzed. 
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Figure 4.12 shows the SEM images of generated microparticles at two different GelMA 

flow rates of 0.005, and 0.020 mL/hr, while the oil flow rate was kept constant at 1.972 mL/hr. 

Using ImageJ software, the diameter of the particles with previous flow rates was measured as 

134.9, and 312.9 um, respectively. Both samples have the same distinct morphology of spheroid. 

One more GelMA solid-like microgel with diameter of 189 um is also shown in Figure Appendix 

D.1. The porosity of the GelMA microgel can be clearly seen in Figure 4.12 a) and Figure 

Appendix D.1.The average pore size of GelMA microgels prepared using 5% concentration 

calculated as 23.28±6 um2 (Using Figure Appendix D.1). The irregularity observed in the shape 

of Figure 4.12 b) was caused during the centrifugation, detailed in SEM sample preparation 

Section 3.9.1.  
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Figure 4.12 Morphological characterization of GelMA microgels using SEM. a) SEM image of 

GelMA microgel generated at the GelMA flow rate of 0.006 mL/hr with a constant oil flow rate 

of 2 mm/hr. b) SEM image of the GelMA microgel generated at GelMA flow rate of 0.02 mL/hr. 

with a constant oil flow rate of 2 mL/hr. 
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4.3.2 FTIR: Composition 

 

In this study, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed to evaluate whether 

the synthesis and crosslinking of GelMA pre-polymer were successful. To this mean, 20 l of 

GelMA prepolymer was placed between two thin plastic shields and dispersed to assure the 

formation of a very thin layer solution, and then exposed to UV for 2-4 minutes. Three samples 

were prepared with the same protocol. The samples spectra were obtained using FT-IR NicoletTM 

iSTM before and after UV exposure. The study was carried out within the wavelength range of 500 

to 4000 cm-1 with a resolution of 1 cm-1. 

 

FTIR spectrum of crosslinked GelMA and uncrosslinked GelMA is shown in Figure 4.13. 

The relevant bands for GelMA hydrogel were identified at 1647, 3402, 2919 cm-1 related to C=O 

stretching of amide I, -OH stretching, and C-H stretching, respectively. 

Since the added volume of MA is less than 5% (1% in our synthesis), methacrylate substituent 

groups incorporated into GelMA were not detectable [104]. Therefore, the difference between 

crosslinked GelMA and uncrosslinked GelMA could not be identified using FTIR. 
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Figure 4.13 FTIR of crosslinked and uncrosslinked GelMA 
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Chapter 5  Computational Analysis of Microgels Deformation 

 

This chapter starts by a brief description of constitutive material models followed by a presentation 

of the computational model evaluating particles passing through a confinement channel. 

Two models of particle indentation and CFD have been presented. The simulation design and 

methods are first discussed and the results are explained next.   

 

5.1 Theory of Constitutive Models  

 

A viscoelastic material can be defined as a material with both behaviors of elastic and 

viscose while withstanding deformation.  

The Maxwell model can be used to represent a viscoelastic material [105]. This model 

consists of a spring and a dashpot, which are connected in series. Table 5.1 shows the equations 

and the models, in which stress and strain are represented as 𝜎 and 휀, respectively. It expressed the 

formulas for a single dashpot and spring, where E1 and 𝜂1 are elastic modulus, and viscoelastic 

modulus, respectively (equation 5.1 and 5.2).  In the Maxwell model, the strain of the total system 

would be the summation of all component strains. The stress of the total system would be equal to 

the stress of dashpot, equal to stress of spring.  
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Table 5.1 Mechanical model of a single dashpot and spring. 

Model Equations 

 

5.1) 

𝜎𝑠 = 𝐸1휀 

 

      

5.2) 

𝜎𝑑 = 𝜂1휀 . 

 

 

Prony series is the generalized Maxwell model, which is defined to represent the viscoelastic 

behavior of the materials, i.e. polymers, living tissue, and cells. In the generalized Maxwell model,  

a parallel series of an arrangement of a spring and a dashpot would be considered. The benefit of 

this model over than a simple Maxwell model is considering a distribution of relaxation times and 

not a single value.  

In a one-dimensional relaxation curve, the induced stress in the response of the imposed strain 

would decay over time. It finally reduces to zero for uncrosslinked polymer, or to a constant value 

for the polymerized one [106]. 

The shear modulus G(t) is defined by n-term 

Prony series expansion as [107]:  

𝐺(𝑡) = 𝐺0 + ∑ 𝑔𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑒
−𝑡
𝜏𝑖  

(5.3) 

Where 𝐺0 is the instantaneous shear modulus, 𝑔𝑖 is the relaxation modulus, and  is the relaxation 

time in each iteration. 

Another constitutive model is hyperelastic model, which is used to describe rubber-like materials 

that respond elastically to large deformations [108]. One theory used widely for explaining the 

Dashpot 
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hyperelasticity is called Neo-Hookean, with the strain energy density function (U) given as 

follows:  

𝑈 = 𝐶10(𝐼1 − 3) +
1

𝐷1
(𝐽𝑒𝑙 − 1)2 (5.4) 

Where I1 is the first strain invariant, 𝐽𝑒𝑙 is determinant of deformation gradient and C10 and D1 are 

the material parameters. Both depend on temperature and can be expressed as a function of the 

shear modulus (G) and bulk modulus (𝜅) shown in equations below: 

𝐶10 =
𝐺

2
 (5.5) 

𝐷1 =
2

𝜅
 

(5.6) 

where 𝜇, and 𝜅 are the parameters related to Young’s modulus (E) and the Poisson ratio (𝑣) for 

small deformation in accordance with equations below: 

𝜇 =
𝐸

2(1 + 𝜐)
 (5.7) 

𝜅 =
𝐸

3(1 − 2𝜐)
 

(5.8) 

  

5.2 Simulation Method 

5.2.1 Microindentation of the Particles  

 

The two-dimensional axisymmetric FEM analysis of the indentation of the aforementioned 

specimens was built in ABAQUS. ABAQUS is a finite element analysis simulation product that 

suits for the modeling and analysis of mechanical components. Considering a symmetrical 

condition, only half of the whole indentation geometry was modeled. Both the boundary conditions 

and the designed model of a core-shell are shown in Figure 5.1. The reference point of the bottom 

plate was selected as Encastre that constrains all the available degree of freedom. The nodes lying 

on the Y-axis are fixed in Y to represent the symmetry conditions. The top plate is allowed in Y-

direction. The reference point of the top plate is assigned for applying the pre-defined 
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displacements and speeds. The same boundary conditions were assigned for the indentation of 

other particles. 

For the indenter tip, the recommended indenters for a soft and biological particle are dull indenters 

(such as spherical and flat-ended) rather than sharp indenters (such as Berkovich and Vickers) to 

avoid penetration the samples [103]. Hence, a flat-ended indenter was selected and modeled as an 

analytical rigid body. The contact between the samples and the indenter was speculated as 

tangential frictionless and normal hard contact, and no-slip was set for the bottom surface. Sigle-

cell, alginate microgel, the shell of core-shell alginate microgel, and both cell and alginate in 

alginate containing single-cell were modeled with CAX4RH elements and the core of alginate 

containing single-cell was modeled with FAX2 elements (2-node linear axisymmetric hydrostatic 

fluid). The CAX4RH elements are 4-node bilinear axisymmetric quadrilateral, hybrid, constant 

pressure, reduces integration, hourglass. . For all particles the mesh type was selected as Quad-

dominated. The top and bottom plates have 0.02 mm height and 0.08 mm length for the indentation 

of single cells, and the rest have 0.306, 0.045 mm height, and length, respectively.  
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Figure 5.1 Design and Boundary conditions of the core-shell microgel indentation. a) The 

assigned boundary conditions on the core-shell microgel and the plates. b) The half 3D model of 

core-shell indentation with its dimensions. 

 

All material parameters for each model were determined from the reported references in Table 5.2.  
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We could not find the viscoelastic parameters of GelMA microgels in previously reported 

literature. Hence, we used the available data for alginate hydrogel which is applicable in 3D cell 

culturing like GelMA. It is worth mentioning that we can change the model inputs once we get the 

experimental data for GelMA microstructures. In the material step of the first simulation 

(indentation), the selection of proper constitutive models is a potent factor in the accuracy of 

simulation results. As been reviewed in Section 2.3, a variety of constitutive models, such as 

hyperelastic, poroelastic, and viscoelastic have been used in the study of soft particles mechanical 

properties. Herein, for the characterization of the aforementioned specimens, the viscoelastic 

model was selected. The viscoelastic model was conducted using Prony series and using the 

VISCO procedure of ABAQUS. 

 

Table 5.2 Material parameters of the samples 

Specimen Size 

(um) 

Elasticity 

G-

instantaneous 

(MPa) 

Viscoelastic Maxwell 

parameters 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

References 

GLongterm 

(MPa) 

 

G1 

(MPa) 

 

Tau 

(MPa) 

Osteocytes 

cells 

10 257e-6 5e-5 

 

207e-6 

 

 

 

0.45 

 

 

 

0.31 [74], [109] 

Alginate 

microgels 

and core-

shells 

Total 

size: 102 

Shell 

thickness: 

0.017 

0.49 0.45 

MPa 

 0.013 0.31 [110] 

0.45 

MPa 

0.27 

MPa 

0.085 

 

 

One possible indentation experimental design can be based on a controlled depth technique 

(displacement-control) which is more proper for soft particles [66]. This technique encompassed 

the two steps of the ramp and hold. First, the indentation took place and samples were compressed 

to a predefined indentation depth by an indenter with a specific velocity. Then samples were held 

for an exact amount of time to let the specimens relax. Finally, the applied force during these two 
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steps and the contact area were measured against the deformation rate. From the obtained data, 

force vs. displacement, stress vs. strain, contact area vs. strain, and stress curves were plotted. 

This model was analyzed using different indentation velocity values (load rates) and together with 

other parameters of controlled depth technique are given in Table 5.3. The core and shell in core-

shell alginate microgel were modeled as fluid cavity with a zero pressure, water density of 997 

kg/m3, and viscoelastic material with the same parameters given for alginate in alginate microgels 

(Table 5.2). 

The elastic modulus of particles were extracted from the power-law region of the force-indentation 

(displacement) or stress/strain plots, and by fitting Hertz contact mechanics theory for spherical 

elastic solid given in equation (5.9) [111]: 

 

𝐹 =
4

3
(

𝐸

1−𝜐2) 𝑅1 2⁄ ℎ3 2⁄   (5.9) 

 

Where R is the radius of microgel, h is the indentation depth that varies along time, and u is the 

Poisson’s ratio of alginate microgel which is considered to be 0.3. 
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Table 5.3 Controlling parameters of indentation simulation 

Specimen Size (mm) indentation depth 

(mm) 

Load rate 

(mm/s) 

Alginate microgel 

 

0.102 
30%G0.102=0.0306 

40%G0.102=0.0408 

 

 

 

 

 

0.05 

0.1 

0.5 

1 

10 

Core-shell 

alginate microgel 

 

0.102 
30%G0.102=0.0306 

40%G0.102=0.0408 

Osteocytes cell 0.01 
30%G0.01=0.003 

40%G0.01=0.004 

Alginate microgel 

containing single-

cell 

0.01 
30%G0.01=0.003 

40%G0.01=0.004 

  

5.2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics 

 

Concerning the effect of different constriction channels, a CFD analysis was established using the 

CFD module of ABAQUS to perform the laminar fluid simulation. This CFD model was created 

using two different geometries. The geometry and dimensions are represented in Figure 5.2. 
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 The fluid was considered to be mineral oil with the density and dynamic viscosity of 9.59011e-

10 tonne/mm3, and 1.05e-7 MPa.s [112], respectively. The flow enters at the velocity of 0.5 mm/s, 

and discharges into the atmosphere with a gauge pressure of 0. The no-slip condition was selected 

on the walls. For all channels the mesh type was selected as Tet (Tetrahedral). Velocity contours 

would be extracted as a result. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Constriction channel geometries designed for 21% deformation of GelMA microgel 

used in CFD. 

 

The governing equation in this section is Navier Stokes equation for momentum conservation 

(equation 4.10). It was assumed to have a steady-state process for a homogenous` incompressible 

(equation 4.9) and Newtonian fluid [113]. 

 

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇. (ρ v) = 0  incompresible flows         (5.9) 
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Where ρ is the fluid density, v is the fluid velocity vector, ∇ is the gradient operator 

ρ (
∂v

∂t
+ v. ∇v) = −∇. P + μ∇2v + ρg       

( 5.10) 

 

Where P is the fluid pressure, μ is the kinematic viscosity, g is gravitational constant, and ∇2 is 

the Laplacian operator. 

 

5.2.3 Grid Indecency Analysis of FEM Model 

  

Mesh convergence was carried out for each simulation (indentation with different particles, and 

CFD) to make sure the mesh size would not have an impact on the overall results. To evaluate the 

convergence-based mesh refinement behavior of the Alginate microgel indentation, different 

element sizes of 0.0011, 0.009, 0.00055, 0.005 mm were generated. The corresponding elements 

numbers were 4109, 7795, 16506, 19761, respectively. Similarly, the same study was applied for 

other simulations with different element sizes indicated in Table 5.2. All the analyses were 

conducted for the viscoelastic model with the Prony series constitutive model (material and 

geometrical parameters were reported previously in Table 5.4). 

The comparison between force against time of each analysis was conducted to find the optimum 

accurate mesh refinement.  
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Table 5.4 Element size analysis 

Specimen Mesh size Number of generated nodes 

 

Alginate microgel 0.0011 

0.0009 

0.00055 

0.0005 

4109 

7795 

16506 

19761 

Osteocytes cells 0.00011 

0.000055 

0.00005 

0.00004 

0.00003 

0.0000275 

3756 

15161 

18379 

28807 

50987 

60198 

Core-shell microgel 0.0011 

0.00055 

0.0005 

0.0004 

0.0003 

0.00025 

1800 

7533 

9044 

13986 

25365 

36244 

Alginate microgel 

containing single-

cell 

Cell:0.0005 

Alginate: 0.0005 

 

Cell:0.00035 

Alginate: 0.00035 

 

Cell:0.0003 

Alginate: 0.0003 

Cell: 175 

Alginate: 19761 

 

Cell: 386 

Alginate: 40858 

 

Cell: 508 

Alginate: 55182 

  

 

5.2.4 Model Validation 

 

In order to validate the model, this simulation method was applied to the model presented by 

Nguyen et al. [110] who used the FEM for the indentation of alginate beads. A two-dimensional 

axisymmetric analysis was performed. An alginate bead with a diameter of 102 um was 

compressed between two rigid plates with the speed of 500 um/s and then held for 2 secs. The 

Prony series with the parameters given in Table 3.3 was used. These parameters were also used 

for the material definition of alginate microgels reported in this thesis. The curve of force-
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indentation depth was generated with this thesis simulation program and the result was compared 

with the ones of the article (Nguyen et al. [110]). 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Microindentation of the Particles  

 

The force-relaxation (force-time) curve generated during the indentation process was 

obtained for all the particles at different indentation velocities of 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 10 mm/s. Figure 

5.3 illustrates the force against the time plot of the aforementioned particles at both 30% and 40% 

of strain rates, while maintaining an indentation velocity of 1 mm/s. In both 30% and 40% of 

indentation depths, the reaction force of the alginate microgel is more than the microgel containing 

single-cell, and this is more than the core-shell microgel at any time. The least active-force belongs 

to the single-cell. Similarly, this regulation was also found in the equilibrium force. The 

equilibrium state of alginate microgel, alginate containing single-cell, core-shell alginate, and cell 

happened at 1.8e-4, 1e-4, 0.5e-4, and 2.8e-4 N, respectively. A similar trend was also observed for 

the other indentation speeds at either 30% or 40 % of strain rate, the two force-relaxation curves 

with the lowest approached velocity equal to 0.05mm/s at each strain rate are shown in Figure 

Appendix B.1. 

 

  It should be noted that for the indentation of alginate containing single-cell, 30%, and 40% 

of the cell size was the reference, not the total alginate microgel’s size (102 um). Therefore, the 

indentation depth of the alginate containing single-cell selected in such a way to assure the 

consequent 30% and 40% indentation of the encapsulated cell. By trial and error, the required 

microgel deformation was obtained around 24% and 20.92% of the alginate microgel’s size (102 

um) for 40% and 30% cell deformations, respectively.  
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Figure 5.3 Force-relaxation curves generated from FEM deeming the indentation velocity equal 

to 1 mm/s. a) At 30% strain. A maximum reaction force of approximately 3.84e-4 N was obtained 

for alginate and a minimum of 2.63e-7 N for single-cell. b) At 40% strain. A maximum reaction 

force of approximately 6.79e-4 N was obtained for alginate and a minimum of  4.66e-7  N for 

single-cell. 
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Figure 5.4 represents the variation of maximum reaction force against the relaxation time of all 

particles at 30% and 40% of deformation.. The curves demonstrates the following information: 

1. A smaller indentation depth induced lower reaction force.  

2. Regardless of the particle type, maximum-force decreased as a higher relaxation time 

(lower indentation velocity) is considered for the indentation test. According to Neumann 

et al.  [114], higher indentation velocities/lower relaxation time results in a higher 

resistance of the sample material in contact with the indenter which can describe the greater 

generated force while lowering the relaxation time. 

3. At each point, the variation of maximum-force versus relaxation time of the alginate 

microgel at 30% of strain rate was approximately three times and two times more than the 

core-shells, and microgel containing single-cell, respectively.  

4. The difference between the maximum force in core-shells and microgels containing single-

cell is found around 0.1 mN in 30 % at each point, and this value rises to 4 mN for 40% of 

strain rate. 
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Figure 5.4 Maximum-force vs. Relaxation time for different approached velocities of 0.05, 0.1, 

0.5, 1, 10 mm/s. a) At 30% strain. By increasing the relaxation time (decreasing the indentation 

velocity), Fmax would decrease dramatically, from 4.8e-4 to 2.2e-4 N in the case of alginate. 

Fmax is higher for alginate microgel at any relaxation time. b) At 40% strain. Fmax would 

decrease dramatically, from 0.82e-3 to 0.4e-3 N in the case of alginate. Comparing a) and b), 

Fmax was obtained higher for 40% strain than 30% regardless of particles. 
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Additionally, the contact area between each particle’s surface and the flat-ended indenter was 

investigated and shown in Figure 5.5.  For each particle, at 40% strain, higher contact areas were 

obtained compared to 30%. Nonetheless, this difference is more noticeable in solid-like and core-

shell alginate, around 52% and 65%, respectively. Among all the samples, in both strain rates, the 

contact area between alginate microgel and indenter is the highest. For instance, at 30% strain, this 

value is almost 34%, 55%, 99% more than core-shell, alginate- alginate microgel containing 

single-cell, and single-cell, respectively. It is worth mentioning that there are two contact areas for 

alginate microgel containing single-cell, one between alginate surface and the top plate, referred 

to as“ alginate-alginate microgel containing single-cell” and one between cell surface an alginate 

inner surface, “ Cell- alginate microgel containing single-cell”. 

  

 

Figure 5.5 Contact area-strain rate bar plot for two indentation depths of 30% and 40%. The 

contact area of the 40% strain is more than it is in 30% for each particle. The contact area is 

related to the maximum indentation depth, and the type of the material. This is independent of 

the velocity rate. 
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Von Mises stress is a metric to determine whether the structure would yield or fracture. 

The areas at the risk of yielding can be determined using this method. Figure 5.6 represents the 

von Mises stress contour of the whole model for each particle at an indentation speed of 0.5 mm/s 

for 30% strain. The red color represents the high-risk area. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Von Mises stress of different microgels. The red color shows relatively higher von 

Mises stress. 

 

The maximum von Mises stress trended to increase when the particles were indented to 

their maximum indentation depth. The highest value of maximum von Mises stress on the top node 

of each particle was found for core-shells shown in Figure 5.7. One possible way to explain the 

striking maximum von Mises stress of core-shells can be the more rigidification of the material 

near the contact zone of core-shell model than solid-like microgel. This would prevent the structure 

to undergo deformation during the applied force [77]. Moreover, the results show the maximum 

von Mises stress increases while increasing the indentation rate. Herein, this increment was higher 

for alginate microgel (24%) and core-shell microgel (12%), and slightly lower for alginate 
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microgel containing single-cell (7%) and single-cell (almost zero) going from 0.05 to 0.1 mm/s. 

The maximum von Mises stress on the cell inside the alginate microgel is reported here and not 

the alginate part. 

When we use core-shells to encapsulate single cells, a less strain rate should be applied as its von 

Mises stress for the same deformation and speed is the highest among all the particles. This 

means that it is more probable for a core-shell to pass its yield and rapture point.  

 

 

Figure 5.7 Max von Mises stress- indentation velocities at 30% strain. The max von Mises stress 

increases as higher approached velocity was selected. The highest max von Mises stress in each 

indentation velocity has happened for core-shell alginate microgel. 

 

Figure 5.8 represents stress-strain curve of alginate containing single-cell and core-shell 

alginate microgels at different indentation velocities at 30% strain. As it is conspicuous, the 

reaction stress increases with indentation speed changing from 0.5 to 10 mm/s (0.5 to 1 mm/s for 

alginate containing single-cell) under the same indentation depth. That equally means a higher 
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indentation force is required to deform the samples for the same penetration depth. This trend is 

repeated for single-cell, and alginate microgel at the same strain rate (30%) (Figure Appendix B.2). 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Stress-strain curve at different indentation velocities while maintaining an 

indentation depth of 30%. a) stress vs. strain of alginate containing single-cell. b) Stress vs. 

strain of Core-shell alginate microgel. In both cases, for the same strain rate, a higher stress 

would be obtained as the approached velocity increases (lower relaxation time). 

 

The stiffness of materials is defined as their resistance to deformation during an applied 

force. It is represented by the slop of force-displacement (or stress-strain) plot in the linear region 

contributed to elastic region or by Hertz contact mechanics theory in the power-law region of 
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force-displacement/stress-strain curve. Herein, using the Hertz theory, Young’s modulus of each 

particle with indentation velocity of 0.5 mm/s at their 30% strain was calculated (Table 5.5).  

The results indicate that single-cell alone has a very low stiffness of 9.774e-05MPa within 30% 

strain. However, The encapsulation of single-cell in microgel causes the overall stiffness of this 

particle to be more than single-cell for the same indentation depth (Figure5.9 and Table 5.5 ).  

This result is in good agreement with studies on the effect of cell encapsulation (in different 

hydrogels) on the mechanical properties [115, 116]. Both Young's modulus and the stiffness of 

hydrogels would remain almost the same. Furthermore, the obtained stiffness in comparable to 

reported modulus for cells, 0.1 to 12 kPa [117]. 

It is essential to point out that at the maximum deformation of 22%  and 24% of alginate microgel 

containing single-cell, the cell would undergo 30% and 40% of deformation, respectively. Hence, 

the stress- strain curves of alginate containing single-cell at the strains of 22% and 24% were 

plotted.   

The stress-strain curve of all particles at an indentation depth of 40% is shown in Figure Appendix 

B.3.  

 

Figure 5.9 Stress-strain curves at constant indentation velocity of 0.5 mm/s, for the indentation 

depth of 30%. The slope of the curves in their linear region (up to ) would represent Young’s 

modulus or the stiffness of each particle. Alginate microgel containing single-cell and alginate 

microgel has almost similar stiffness, but it is slightly higher for alginate microgel containing 

single-cell.  
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Table 5.5 Young’s modulus of each particle at 30% strain while maintaining indentation velocity 

of 0.5 mm/s 

Particles Young’s modulus (MPa), 

30% strain 

Alginate microgel 3.124e-03 

Core-shell alginate microgel 7.877e-04 

Alginate containing single-cell 2.718e-03 

Single-cell 9.774e-05 

 

 

Even though using core-shell microgels means having less stiffness and a higher risk of 

rapturing, Wang et al. [53] depicted the protective effect of core-shell structures from shear forces 

during a suspension culture compared to solid-like microgels. Additionally, encapsulation of a 

single-cell with cell media containing genome vectors in the core of a core-shell GelMA microgel 

can increase the possibility of introducing the genome vectors in the encapsulated cell upon 

squeezing. As the results depicted, solid-like microgels cause a high reactive-force during 

indentation on the particles, which would decrease cell viability. On the contrary, core-shell 

microgels generate less reactive-force, which would enhance cell viability. 

Successful transfection of single cells in core-shell microgels would cause the formation of a 

colony of transfected cells as microgels provide a 3D cell culturing environment.  

 

5.3.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics 

 

Following the CFD protocol presented in Sub-Section 5.2.2, the velocity and pressure 

profiles for two different designs were obtained. Based on the indentation simulation results, it 

was found that for 30% deformation of a single-cell encapsulated in alginate microgel, the alginate 

containing cell should be deformed to 21% of its size (102 um). Considering this fact, the two 

designs have the same confinement diameter of 0.08 um. However, the confinement length of the 

first design is 202 um that is two times greater than the one in the second design. According to 

Figure 5.10, the highest velocity magnitude happens in the middle of constriction channels 
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regardless of the designs, but this value is slightly more for the first design with a larger 

confinement length than the second design. 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Velocity contours (mm/s) of constriction channels for 21% of deformation. a) The 

velocity contour of the first design with the confinement length of 202 um. b) The velocity 

contour of the second design with confinement length of 0.101 um. The highest velocity 

magnitude is slightly greater for the first design than the second design. 

 

The comparison between the pressure contours of two designs declares that the pressure increases 

as a greater theta angle (shown in Figure 5.11) is selected for the structure. In other words, a larger 

confinement length causes more pressure, while the confinement diameter is fixed. 

 

  

Figure 5.11 The pressure contour (MPa) of confinement channels. a) The pressure contour of the 

first design with the confinement length of 202 um. b) The pressure contour of the second design 

with confinement length of 0.101 um. The highest pressure is approximately 2.6 times more for 

the first design than the second design. 
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According to the CFD results, a higher flow rate (velocity) has been obtained for a longer 

confinement channel. Furthermore, it was found that higher flow velocity would increase the 

transfection rate [118], larger confinement length is deemed in the design of our microfluidic-

based confinement channel. 

 

5.3.3 Grid Indecency Analysis of FEM Model 

 

Mesh convergence was used to determine the optimum element size which assures the 

independence of the results from mesh size. Figure 5.12 shows the mesh convergence analysis 

results for alginate microgel and cell indentation simulation. The element size study for the two 

other simulations are shown in Appendix C.1. Mises stress of the top particle node was selected 

as the studied parameter and was plotted against time for each simulation. The optimum element  

size for each particle is found and reported in Table 5.6. 

 In all cases, the increment in the mesh element size causes a greater generated maximum 

force. First, the slope of the curves in the relaxation part was sharper in regions with the lowest 

number of elements (smallest element size), and it smoothened as this value grows in number.  
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Figure 5.12 Convergence behavior of indentation simulation based on von Mises stress-time 

plot. a)Von Mises stress-time of alginate microgel. The result would have less than 0.5% 

difference when the element size was selected less than 0.00055 mm b) Von Mises stress-time of 

single-cell indentation. The result would converge with an error of less than 0.5% when the 

element size was selected below 0.00003 mm. All Element sizes are in mm.  
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Table 5.6 Optimum element size for particles indentation 

Particle Optimum element size (mm) 

Alginate microgel 0.0005 

Core-shell microgel 0.0004 

Microgel containing single-cell Cell:0.00035 

Microgel: 0.00035 

Single-cell 0.00003 

 

 

5.3.4 Model Validation 

 

To validate and evaluate the presented computational model, the work reported by Nguyen et 

al. [110] was simulated. The force- indentation plot was obtained using current simulation, and 

then was compared with the reported one in the reference. The modeling procedure and parameters 

were explained in Section 5.2 and Table 5.2 The experimental data and data from FEM analysis 

of the reference were extracted using GetData Software.  

The force-displacement curves are plotted in Figure 5.13. As it is noticeable, the force increases 

exponentially by displacement until it reaches its maximum at predefined indentation depth. 

The result clearly describes the good alignment of the curve obtained from current simulation and 

the experimental data given in the literature (RMSE: 6.03). 
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Figure 5.13 Comparison between force-indentation curve obtained from FEM of this thesis and 

the one extracted from Nguyen et al. [110]. 
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Chapter 6  Conclusion and Future Work 

 
Assessment and development of reliable and cost-effective systems for genome editing and 

cell transfection are increasingly gaining popularity in phenotype applications. In addition to 

transfection efficiency and cell functionality, another crucial step in cell transfection for 

phenotyping applications is the high-throughput of the system. There have been several methods, 

like viral vectors and electroporation and microinjection, but they are all restricted to their low-

throughput and mitigation risk. 

On the other hand, microfluidic-based deformation systems have shown significant 

performance in transfection of hundreds of million cells in a short time ( fewer than 5 minutes), 

while preserving the functionality of cells. Although microfluidic-based deformation systems have 

shown good functionality in terms of high-throughput, there is still a vital requirement in the 

development of low-cost, and accurate devices by targeting the enhancement of cell viability and 

colony formation of transfected cells. Furthermore, limited information about the effect of key 

parameters, such as indentation velocity and depth, applied stress, and mechanical properties of 

cells, on cell transfection is currently available. The more information we attain about the 

dependency of cell transfection and viability on cell mechanical properties and the design 

parameters of microfluidic channels, the more efficient the fabricated microfluidic device will turn 

to be.  

This research has focused on a cost-effective design and fabrication of a droplet-based 

microfluidic device to generate GelMA core-shell and solid-like microgels for future goal of cell 

encapsulation and to on-chip colony formation of transfected cells. To achieve this, first GelMA 

microgels, solid-like and core-shell, were fabricated using a droplet microfluidic system. Then, a 

computational study using ABAQUS software was performed on the indentation of different 

particles. Their mechanical properties and reliance on key parameters of indentation velocity and 

depth were extracted. Alginate was used in computation due to its similar properties and 

application with GelMA [43, 119], and its viscoelastic parameters, which was previously reported 

in other studies. Furthermore, the velocity contour of two microfluidic confinement channels with 

different confinement lengths were simulated using the CFD module of ABAQUS software. 
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 Important results of this thesis are summarized as follows: 

Three different techniques of photolithography, stereolithography, an cutter plotter were proposed 

and conducted for a droplet-based microfluidic device. The preference of using the cutter plotting 

technique in the fabrication of 3D microfluidic channels rather than the other techniques was 

pointed out. i.e. the fabrication of microchannels with variable thicknesses of 80 microns to 300 

um, comparable to photolithography but cheaper and less complex. Moreover, the turbidity 

drawback of stereolithography technique was shown using SEM. 

Using the above fabricated microfluidic chip, solid-like and core-shell GelMA microgels 

were fabricated. The adjustment of flow rate has an impact on the size of the generated microgels, 

i.e. Higher GelMA flow rate, greater size of microgels. The size distribution of the generated 

particles was plotted from the measurement of particles’ diameter using an inverted microscope. 

The average diameter of 133.43±5 um was extracted from this curve. The spherical morphology 

and porosity of GelMA microgels were corroborated by SEM images.  

Additionally, the mechanical properties of alginate microgel solid-like and core-shell, alginate 

contained single-cell, and single-cell were computationally extracted and their dependency on the 

indentation velocity and depth was also investigated. The results showed the maximum reaction 

force for alginate, alginate containing single-cell, core-shell, and single-cell, sorting from highest 

to lowest. This trend was observed in both strain rates (30% and 40%) regardless of the indentation 

speed. For all particles, the higher maximum force was observed for the higher strain rate and 

indentation speed. From stress-strain curves, the stiffness of particles was found. The stiffness of 

the alginate microgel containing cell almost remained the same as the alginate microgel. But, It 

was slightly higher for alginate containing single-cell. The lowest stiffness was for single-cell 

(9.774e-05 MPa) at the strain rate of 30%, while maintaining an indentation velocity of 0.5 mm/s. 

The stiffnesses of core-shell and alginate were also extracted as 7.877e-04 MPa, and 3.124e-03 

MPa, respectively. The results show a lower stiffness for core-shell compared to the solid-like 

alginate microgel.  

CFD results indicated higher flow rates for the microchannel with a larger confinement 

length. This result was used in the fabrication of our microfluidic-based confinement channel.  
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The results from the conducted computational study showed that regarding core-shell 

microgel lower penetration depth/larger constriction diameter should be selected. Besides, it helps 

us to have better insight into the mechanical properties of our specimens.  

Summing up, core-shell GelMA microgel was the interest of this thesis for encapsulation 

of single cells, and finally, cell transfection due to its structure and higher cell viability. Owing to 

the core-shell structure, single-cell and cell media containing genome vectors can be encapsulated 

in the core, and then by applying a known deformation, these vectors can be delivered into single 

cells. 

Possible opportunities for future researches are summarized as follows:  

1. Experimental investigation of the dependency of indentation depth and reaction force on factors, 

such as cell viability and transfection rate might enable superior control over the efficient design 

of microfluidic-based deformation devices for cell transfection and intracellular delivery. 

Furthermore, a study on the effect of induced mechanical force on cellular viability and metabolic 

activities is essential as some concerns towards the destructive effects of the applied mechanical 

force on cells are raised.  

2. A study towards the alteration of viability and proliferation of encapsulated cells (in GelMA 

microgels) by a shear flow can be another work which to the best of our knowledge has not been 

done yet. 

3. A combination of microgels and encapsulated single cells in a cell transfection-based 

confinement channel needs a set of experiments in selecting the confinement depth based on the 

selected type of cells type. Owing to varied mechanical properties and size of cells, microfluidic-

based confinement channels should be designed differently considering these variations. Using 

single cells in confinement channels, researchers have been able to report values of confinement 

depth for some cancer cells. However, changing the system to microgels and encapsulated cell, 

new experiments of calibration with the cells type are required. 

4. This system lacked in-time monitoring devices, such as pressure or optical detectors , that allows 

the simultaneous location tracking of the particles. Tracking the particles in channels combining 

with simultaneous pressure measurement, can provide a location profile of each particle during the 
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confinement. This also can be used in real-time monitoring of particle pressure in different 

deformation stage while passing through the confinement channel.   

5. Doing a nanoindentation test for GelMA microgels and change the simulation for GelMA 

material. As previously mentioned, GelMA was not used in our simulation as the viscoelastic 

properties of GelMA microgels have not been reported yet, therefore another hydrogel (alginate) 

was chosen. Characterization of GelMA microgels is a key parameter in cell-laden microfluidic 

microgels in tissue regeneration that aims to utilize the microgels as building blocks in tissue 

formation [120].  
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Appendix A: Nomenclature 

 

Acronyms  

PSD Particle Size Distribution 

CV Coefficient of Variation 

SEM Scanning Electron Microscope 

FT-IR Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

UV Ultra Violet 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 

PVC Polyvinyl Chloride 

PSA Pressure Sensitive Adhesive 

PI Photoinitiator 

CM Compressive Modulus  

YM Young’s Modulus 

  

Nomenclature  

E Elastic Modulus 

G0 instantaneous shear modulus 

gi relaxation modulus 

I1 The first strain invariant 

Jel Determinant of deformation gradient 

U strain energy density function 

D  Diffusion Coefficient 

D Particle Diameter 

t Time 

ε Strain 

σ Stress 

η Viscoelastic modulus 

μ Average diameter of the sample (Section 4.2), kinematic viscosity( 

Section 5.2) 
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κ Bulk Modulus 

υ  Poisson Ratio 

σ Standard deviation (Section 4.2) 

 Relaxation time 

R Radius 

h Indentation depth 

v Fluid velocity vector 

g Gravitational constant 

P Fluid pressure 

ρ Fluid density 
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Appendix B: Simulation Results: Force vs. Time, Stress vs. Strain 

Plots 

 

Reaction force-time curves of particles alginate microgel, core-shell alginate microgel, alginate 

microgel containing single-cell, single-cell were plotted at strain rate of 30% and 40% with 

constant approached velocity of 0.05 mm/s. 
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Figure Appendix B.1: Force-relaxation curves generated from FEM deeming the indentation 

velocity equal to 0.05 mm/s. a) At 30% strain. A maximum reaction force of approximately 2.2e-

4 N was obtained for alginate and a minimum of 2.5e-7 N for single-cell. b) At 40% strain. A 

maximum reaction force of approximately 3.8e-4 N was obtained for alginate and a minimum of  

0.5e-6  N for single-cell. 

 

 

Stress-strain curves of alginate microgel and single-cell is shown in figure below. For the fix 

strain rate, as we increase the indentation velocity the stress generated on the particle would be 

increased. This is difference is so negligible in single-cell stress-strain curve. 
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Figure Appendix B.2 Stress -strain curve at different indentation velocities for indentation depth 

of 30%  strain. a) Stress vs. strain curve of alginate microgel. As it is conspicuous, the reaction 

stress increased with indentation speed from 0.5 to 10 mm/s under the same indentation depth. 

This is equally means, a higher indentation force is required to deform the samples for the same 

penetration depth. b) Stress-strain curve of single-cell. There is a negligible difference between 

stress-strain curve of cell at different velocities. It can be due to the small stiffness of cell.   
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Figure Appendix.3: Stress-strain curves at constant indentation velocity of 0.5 mm/s , for the 

indentation depth of 40%. The slope of the curves in their linear region, would represent the 

Young’s Modulus or the stiffness of each particle. Alginate microgel containing single-cell and 

alginate microgel has almost similar stiffness. 
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Appendix C: Mesh Convergence 
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Figure Appendix C.1: Von Mises stress-time as a comparison parameter for mesh convergence 

validation. a) and b) are element size analysis of alginate microgel containing single-cell. Two 

element size analysis were conducted here, one for alginate particle and one for the 

encapsulated cell which are shown in a) and b) respectively. All the element sizes are in mm.  
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Appendix D: SEM 

 

 

Figure Appendix D.1 Morphological characterization of GelMA microgel using SEM. The 

GelMA microgel was generated at the GelMA flow rate of 0.01 mL/hr with a constant oil flow 

rate of 2 mL/hr. 
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